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You'll see more of Hynde in the upcoming Sony Pictures movie. If you've seen recent Marvel superhero movies, it was hard to miss the placement of 10-year-old Audi products. In Avengers: The End Game, Tony Stark drove an Audi e-tron GT electric concept that was called the sound of a combustion engine to make it sound more
aggressive. The flagship Audi A8 will also star in 2017's Spider-Man: Homecoming, while the Audi e-tron will all appear in the 2019 film sequel Spider-Man: Far From Home, and in future Spider-Man films, the Audi A8 could be replaced by a new Hyundai Sonata as part of a new partnership with Sony Pictures Entertainment and the South
Korean automaker. Modern new models and technologies are scheduled to appear in five upcoming Sony Pictures films, including an untitled sequel to Spider-Man: A Far Away House, scheduled for release in November 2021, and a sequel to the animated Spider-Man: Spider-Bards, which will be released in October 2022. The Hyundai
model will also appear in Uncharted, a film adaptation of the popular Uncharted video game series, scheduled for release in July 2021. But this is not the first time modern models have played prominent roles in Marvel movies. The shrunken Hyundai Veloster starred in a unique car chase in the 2018 film Ant-Man and the Wasp. In addition
to featuring Hyundai models in upcoming Blockbuster films, the partnership will not only leverage Sony Pictures IP for marketing content and immersive entertainment, but also provide a wide range of opportunities for Hyundai to work together on infrastructure and vehicle concepts for Sony Pictures movies. Hyundai and Hyundai will also
co-produce virtual reality and gaming experiences and co-produce events. As part of the partnership, Hyundai will promote its vision of human-centric future mobility, which has been featured in a variety of mobility car concepts, including the Elevated Walking Car Concept and pav (Personal Aero Vehicle) air taxi concept, built in
partnership with Uber. These concepts may not go into production, but they can at least come alive in Hollywood. Through our strategic partnership with Sony Pictures, our customers have revealed how innovative vehicles and technologies can transform the way we understand, experience and design our lives for the best interests of our
human-centric future mobility vision. We offer a variety of ways to inspire customers and moviegoers around the world, said Wonhong Cho, Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer of Hyundai Motor. Contemporary Image: Kinberg Genre/Donors Company/TSG EntertainmentColumbia Pictures/Marvel Studios/Pascal Pictures
In many ways, Deadpool and Spider-Man are like wacky roommates. They look the opposite - one is a jagged mercenary and the other is a fresh-looking teenager - but are they? both Deadpool and Spider-Man are known for their smart mouths. Both are very athletic and agile in taking out the bad ones. Both mainly use their fighting
prowess, complemented by some limited, too superpowers. Both are red and look great. Both want to do the right thing, even though sometimes they mess up really badly. There's more in common between the two than you think. On the other hand, both Deadpool and Spider-Man have some clear and clear differences, especially in the
way they approach their work. Deadpool is happy to jump in the face first because he knows he will survive something. He also tends to be a little less subtle about hurting opponents than Spider-Man. There's a series of comics called Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe and yes, it's worth noting that he kills all Marvel heroes. So it's a good
idea to say that Deadpool is often more extreme than Spider-Man. But sometimes it's more extreme. Find a place to fall on the side of heroism. Are you Deadpool or Spider-Man? Personality What version of Spider-Man are you? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Minute Personality Can you guess who your Avengers Crush is? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes
Personality Which Batman character is you? 5 minutes Quiz 5 minutes Personality Star Wars character is you? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes Trivia Can you name these 90s horror movies from screenshots? 7 Minutes Quiz 7 Minutes Trivia Ultimate Marvel Villain Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minute Trivia Can You Name All Of These Harrison Ford
Movies From The Image? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Minutes Personality What % Kylo Ren You?5 Minute Quiz 5 Minute Trivia You Are Can you identify these Marvel movies from a single frame? 7-minute quiz How much do you know about 7-minute dinosaurs? What is octane and how do you use proper nouns? Our award-winning website
provides a reliable and easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photos and engaging lists, HowStuffWorks Play has something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work and other times we ask you, but we are always exploring in the name of fun! Click
Sign up to agree to the privacy policy and verify that you're at least 13 years old. Copyright © 2021 Infospace Holdings, LLC, System 1 Company Image: Columbia Pictures / Marvel Entertainment / Laura Ziskin Productions / AradInc./Matt Tolmacher Productions/Pascal Pictures The iconic Character of the Marvel Universe, Spider-Man,
first hit the big screen in 2002, introducing a whole new generation to the mayy warriors that are part of the Spider. Since then, there have been two reboots of the franchise, and the latest reboot has finally put Spider-Man in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. The first was Tobey Maguire, who set a precedent for the type of Spider-Man
character. Next, Andrew Garfield threw himself around New York wearing tights and introduced another back story for the character. The latest Spider-Man is tom holland, perhaps the youngest of the group that best matches the comic books. Which of these heroic web swingers is best suited to your personality? If you are ready to match
your personality to the various versions of Spider-Man, start and check out the red and blue tights version of them you are wearing. Who will you be in Spider-Vass?5 Minute Quiz 5 Minute Personality Are You Deadpool or Spider-Man?5 Minute Quiz 5 Minute Trivia Can You Name These 90s Horror Movies From Screenshots? 7 Minute
Quiz 7 Minute Trivia Can You Identify The Movie From That Stanley Cameo? 7 minutes quiz 7 minutes Trivia Ultimate John Wick quiz 6 minutes quiz 6 minutes quiz Which is batman character? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes Trivia is this character Marvel or DC? 6 minute quiz 6 minute trivia Can you identify these Marvel movies from a single
frame? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Minute Trivia Can You Name These Cowboy Stars From Memory? 7 Minute Quiz 7 Minute Personality Can We Guess Who Your Avengers Crush Is? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Minutes How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What Is Octane And How Do You Use Proper NoUns? Our award-winning website provides a
reliable and easy-to-understand explanation of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photos and engaging lists, HowStuffWorks Play has something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work and other times we ask you, but we are always exploring in the name of fun! Click Sign up to
agree to the privacy policy and verify that you're at least 13 years old. Copyright © Get The Best Moments at 2021 Infospace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Pop Culture &amp; EntertainmentAdd <a0> to your inbox.</a0> Keep up with the latest daily buzz in the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Embroiled in the midst of a corporate feud
between Sony Pictures and Marvel Studios, the famous superhero was able to remove himself from the Marvel Cinematic Universe if the studio could not reach an agreement on the character's big-screen presence. With much of his future in doubt, it seems like a good time to look back at Spider-Man's past, especially the eight films that
made him one of Hollywood's most successful box office heroes. Here's a ranking of all spiderman movies so far, countdown to his biggest movie adventure to date.8.The Amazing Spider-Man 2 director Mark Webb's 2014 sequel holds the dubious distinction of being both the lowest-reviewed Spider-Man movie and the lowest instalment
of a live-action movie in the franchise. So this was a very simple call. Packing in multiple iconic story arcs, at the same time an over-adventure that introduces not one but three major villains - working a bit more as cameos and Easter eggs - The Amazing Spider-Man 2 manages to drop the ball on everything it tried to do. Perhaps its most
astonishing feat (intended by Titary Pun) was to miss out on making any of the film's villains memorable, which is not easy when Jamie Foxx and Paul Giamatty portray two of Spydy's most colorful enemies. Dramatic sequences featuring Gwen Stacy (Emma Stone) and Peter Parker (Andrew Garfield), which were an addition to one of the
character's most tragic moments, also blunted one of the film's few good elements and also made it one of the film's worst secrets leading up to its release. 7. Spider-Man 3 Is almost universally considered the worst Spider-Man movie until The Amazing Spider-Man 2 comes out, and Sam Raimi's 2007 franchise Killer is filled with very bad
good scenes that have become of bad movie history. From Tobey Maguire's black-suited jazz club dance sequences (see below) to The Inexplicable Casting of Topher Grace as Eddie Bullock, Spider-Man 3 is full of creative decisions that stand out even more given the film's closeness to one of the franchise's best instalments. To its
credit, Spider-Man 3 offers a memorable performance from Thomas Haden Church as the villain Sandman, even though it was constrained by the CGI of the time. It's a bit of a problem that both of his characters are being pushed aside in favor of more screen time for the decidedly disappointing Venom because they're both used up. 6.
The Amazing Spider-Man In fairness, Andrew Garfield's first adventure as Spider-Man is actually a very good one.The film works through a re-story too soon of Spider-Man's origin story, Garfield manages to differentiate himself from his predecessor (Maguire) in some clever way. He is a leaner, faster witty Peter Parker, more in line with
the modern version of the character than the original classic bookworm. Emma Stone also delivered a great performance as Gwen Stacy, and her chemistry with Garfield is better than what previous films have given to audiences with former franchise stars Maguire and Kirsten Dunst. Still, despite all that works, The Amazing Spider-Man is
in short supply with villains - Dr Kurt Connors in Squirrel Ifans, the reptile badass known as lizards - that rely on too much CGI and don't feel like an organic part of the story. 5. Spider-Man In 2002, when he started the Spider-Man movie, both the character and the fans went against expectations by doing it right. Just as Superman in 1978
made a man believe he could fly, Spider-Man made him believe that teenage geeks might become web-shooting, wall-crawling heroes. Director Sam Raimi proved skeptical time and time again with this vision for a character with evolution true to his comic legacy while firmly rooted in the modern day. The film was made even better by the
presence of Willem Dafoe as Norman Osborne, and Dafoe was deviant to his character's descent into madness as the villain Green Goblin. If Spider-Man is flawed, it is that now that we live in the golden age of superhero movies, the movie feels a little too much like the product of that era. It may not hold up these days, but without Spider-
Man, the movie landscape will look very different these days. 4. Spider-Man: Far from home Tom Holland's second solo feature as Spider-Man had a lot to live on, following the heels of MCU's biggest movie to date: Avengers: The End Game. Not only was it expected audiences to understand the current state of mcu's new, post-end
game, but from afar the house also had to give Spider-Man the adventure to stand on his own among all the questions the end game left behind. Fortunately, it succeeded in almost all of those efforts and also was able to introduce actor Jake Gyllenhar's master of illusions, a compelling new villain in Mystery. On the flip side, the scale of
the end game and Spider-Man's role in the massive crossover was a little too small and a little less important, leaving a bit of an open-ended feel in answering all the questions left. Despite Gillenhar's excellent performance, Mysterio also seemed a little less interesting when compared to Spider-Man's previous enemies: Michael Keaton's
nuances, complexJosh Brolin's space conqueror Thanos. 3. Spider-Man 2 hit almost every note that fans can fully hope for, one of the most reviewed installments of live-action Spider-Man movies and one of the best grosses of those movies (in the US). Freed from the limits of telling spider-man origin stories, Sam Raimi has added more
depth to his famous hero, giving audiences an exciting and expertly filmed sequel to Spider-Man in which the supporting cast cuts out unique roles for themselves in the Spider-Man universe. Maguire struck just the right balance between Spider-Man's bohemian heroism and the underlying sense of responsibility of many of his defining
moments. On top of that, actor Alfred Molina gave Otto Octavius (a villain who could easily fall into stupidity). Raimi and the film's cast did a difficult act to follow after Spider-Man, but this sequel improved the original in all the ways the second chapter of the saga required. 2. Spider-Man: All the reboot fatigue in the homecoming world
could not dull Spider-Man's success: Homecoming, the first feature film of the web-slinger within the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Director John Watts expertly stepped through the re-story of Spider-Man's origin story, jumping into the action, casting the ridiculously athletic and gymnastics Tom Holland in the lead role, and bringing Michael
Keaton back into the superhero world as the film's villain vulture (former scrapo). Both decisions were excellent, holland brought a level of physicality and youth to a role that neither Maguire or Garfield approached, and Keaton gave the audience one of mcu's most complex villains. It was only icing on the cake that the film took up cameos
from MCU's most popular characters. Fun, vibrant, and finally feeling at home at the MCU, Homecoming was all fans wanted from a Marvel-made Spider-Man movie. 1. Spider-Man: Spider-Barth may not be set within the MCU or focus on spider-man's most famous iteration, but spiderman: Spider-Barth is also one of the best Spider-Man
movies ever made to Spider-Vaas and one of the greatest superhero movies of all time. The 2018 animated feature follows young Miles Morales, who comes into his own as the new Spider-Man, with some help from a group of alternative spider heroes from other dimensions. Spiderverse currently boasts an impressive 97% positive score
on review aggregator RottenTomatoes, while the most reviewed MCU movie ever, Black Panther, has 96% positive reviews. It says a lot about how impressive it really is to spider berths. What is the visual aesthetic of a movie?To the animated feature, it manages to equal parts hearty, exciting, hilarious, and truly faithful to everything that
made Spider-Man one of the most popular and enduring superheroes in the world. We horribly explore the evolution of heroes through experience alongside Miles' eyes and the larger life characters around him, and the film's most important lesson comes again and again: when it comes to Spider-Man, everyone can wear a mask. Editor's
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